Several fast scrummages will keep the varsity basketball squad busy during the coming week. The first game is with New Bedford on Monday night, and Coach McCarthy wants his men in shape by that time. In the past couple of weeks, the team has greatly speeded up and the squad is rapidly getting into form.

Basket shooting has occupied a large part of the off-season's schedule. Good basket shooting is one of the requisites for a winning team and Coach McCarthy does not want any of his men to fall down in this line. The boys will be trying to put in all parts of the floor with special emphasis being placed on shots from the sidelines. Many of the men are getting in so that they can make a large number of the shots that they try.

New Bedford is sending a strong five to the Hangar, but the Cardinal and Gray expect to come out on top of the contest with a victory. Coach McCarthy has no definite idea of the men that he will use in the opening game, but it is likely that a large number of them will start in the opening contest. Captain Brokemolen and Roy Allen are going to try for a large part of the game, but a number of different men will probably be found in the other positions.

Up in Walker the junior basketball team is working hard to develop a team that will be able to defeat Westminster Institute in the first game of the year which comes on December 15. All of the men who remain on the squad have gone to work, and it is not likely that there will be any more cuts this season.

This year's team seems to lack tall men, but they have one of the fastest teams that have been put up in Walker for the past couple of years. Several interesting veteran teams have been held and some of the squad members are beginning to show some next passing and basket shooting.

TUESDAY, NOV. 18—Holman's height of the hardwood has been an advantage to the team with a one-sided win in the different Nichols outfit to the tune of 29-24. From the start the team started running up the score to a rule of every other minute. With both Butler and Wal- ton starting the game for the team and the rest of the team putting in a few here and there for good luck it is a wonder that the team did not get a few in three minutes. In spite of the score it looked like something worth while in the rules. It looked like a win for Dorm, at last out in the running.

TUESDAY, NOV. 19—Tonight we had the aggregation from '93 playing for the win in the varsity game with at least one shot. It looked as though this team had a pair of forwards that are going to make the team a few good time before the end of the season.

"Whoopee!—and did the boys have three old Nichols stamp a snappy comeback? Ask somebody how Crafts came to draw in the '94 out of the Eight. It was a real score in the same game. He looks as though the boys have found a way to hold on and keep them out of a score so they picked up ten more points in the last half of the game with a difference of 18 points.

The first game of the evening was the third straight easy win for basketball seen in a long time when they beat '93 by the overwhelming score of 45-10. The short game was another easy win for the team, but instead of a five-man defense which greatly missed last year. This game schedule is going to call for a proportional increase in splits, and it is hoped that they will be able to run out a large showing of husky skaters.

This year's season will have early hours, practice starting at 7 o'clock Tuesday morning at the North Station Arena. Both the candidates, and Varsity will be expected at this hour on Tuesday.

Executive Board Underway—5 Teams in League

Games on Tuesday and Thursday of Each Week—Atkinson Leads the League.

With three weeks of the December session of the Executive Board already gone two teams have shown an extra- ordinary form. In a series of fast games the teams from both, Atkinson and Varsity have yet to have been defeated. It may be that Atkinson is only by one point in a very close game. But the fact finally comes out on top in a delicate settlement.

LEADING HARRIER TEAMS OF SECTION IN NATIONAL MEET

Penn State Looks Like Certain Winner in Long Jump

By: A. J. Fisk

Cox Best Bet for First

McNeil of Penn State Expected to Cross Tape First in 220 Yards (Continued from Page 1)

Canada in the Olympic Games has been doing well in his first attempt. He is one of their most promising runners and may be the first to cross the tape.

Among the teams that are expected to be in the leaders in today's event are: Maine, Michigan State, Harvard, Penn, and Michigan State. Michigan State is the first Western team to try for a victory, but it is likely that Maine and Michigan State are understated this year. From home games and the records in the series of meets looked like a large showing of husky runners who will be entering on the varsity.

EIGHTEEN COLLEGE FRESHMEN

Junior Class with their Freshmen in First Place Competing in the Varsity event and bringing in a large showing of husky runners who will be entering on the varsity. Among the teams that are expected to be the leaders in today's event are: Maine, Michigan State, Harvard, Penn, and Michigan State. Michigan State is the first Western team to try for a victory, but it is likely that Maine and Michigan State are understated this year. From home games and the records in the series of meets looked like a large showing of husky runners who will be entering on the varsity.

The first quarter ended with a score of 21-17 in favor of the En- hancers. The second galine proved to be a more close game, and the En- hancers were handicapped by their own mistakes. Axford took the ball down the court and led his team to victory that night with 10 points. The En- hancers were out of the series of games.

Both of the Cornithians scores were made at about the middle of the game. Green, the Cardinal back, made both of the shots, and he made both before the half while the other came at the beginning of the third quarter. Many times the Cardinal and Gray were down in their opponents terri- tory, but they were unable to put the ball past the watchful eyes of the looks. Green's successful.

Late in the first period the En- hancers succeeded in getting in a goal across. Axford took the ball down the sidestreet and put himself in position. Scoring was the only goal that the En- hancers played for. It is near the basketball the opposition gets the first ball past the watchful eyes of the looks. Green's successful.

The first period of the game was played by the two teams. The En- hancers were sure to play for IF 1. C. A. A. A A A. honors while Penn Sophomore managerships tire re- gineers succeede(l in getting a goal passed the watchful eyes, of the looks. Green's successful.

Among the teams that are ex- which is more than last year. This large schedule is going to call for a proportional increase in, and it is hoped that they will be able to run out a large showing of husky skaters.

This year's season will have early hours, practice starting at 7 o'clock Tuesday morning at the North Station Arena. Both the candidates, and Varsity will be expected at this hour on Tuesday.

HARRIERS ENTER INTERCOLLEGIATES

Cardinal and Gray Five Hold Fast Scrummages to Prepare for First Game

Technology's soccer team lost a hard fought game to the Reserve Corinthians by a score of 2-1. The game was played on the Cliff Field last Saturday afternoon. Both teams were hand- cuffed by a slippery field and as a result they were fewer gestures.

During the first quarter both teams battled furiously, but were unable to score. As the game was a handicap game Coach Welch used a large num- ber of men from this year's freshmen team in order to determine his prospects for next year's team. George Wyman did not play and the En- hancers were handicapped by his absence.

Both of the Cornithians scores were made at about the middle of the game. Green, the Cardinal back, made both of the shots, and he made both before the half while the other came at the beginning of the third quarter. Many times the Cardinal and Gray were down in their opponents terri- tory, but they were unable to put the ball past the watchful eyes of the looks. Green's successful.

Late in the first period the En- hancers succeeded in getting in a goal across. Axford took the ball down the sidestreet and put himself in position. Scoring was the only goal that the En- hancers played for. It is near the basketball the opposition gets the first ball past the watchful eyes, of the looks. Green's successful.

The first period of the game was played by the two teams. The En- hancers were sure to play for IF 1. C. A. A. A A A. honors while Penn Sophomore managerships tire re- gineers succeede(l in getting a goal passed the watchful eyes, of the looks. Green's successful.

Among the teams that are ex- which is more than last year. This large schedule is going to call for a proportional increase in, and it is hoped that they will be able to run out a large showing of husky skaters.

This year's season will have early hours, practice starting at 7 o'clock Tuesday morning at the North Station Arena. Both the candidates, and Varsity will be expected at this hour on Tuesday.